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Abstract. Recent resonant bar experiments on Berea
sandstoneshow that nonlinear excitation of the sample
excites a slow dynamics with a time scale many orders

of magnitudelongerthan the excitationperiod, 2•r/w.
That is, a nonlinear resonantfrequencydecaysto the
linear resonantfrequencylong after the high amplitude
drive has been turned off. We postulate a phenomenologicaltheory of slownonlineardynamicsin the context
of a resonant bar experiment. The normalized elastic
modulus

of the resonant
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that determines the propagation of elastic waves is of
the form
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bar is allowed to be nonlin-

ear and time dependent. The nonlinear terms are derived from a model of elasticity in rocks that includes
anharmonic and hysteretic contributions. We use this
theory to explain the experimental results. We find an
explanation for the slow relaxation of the experimental resonantfrequencyusing an anharmonic contribution to the modulus that respondsinstantaneously to
a disturbance, and a contribution derived from elastic
hysteresisthat displaysslow dynamics. We suggestan
acousticNMR-type experiment to explore slow nonlinear dynamics.

the coefficient

ity is of order 103. This coefficientis of order 10 for
normal(singlecrystal)materials,e.g., SiO2 lAshcroft
and Metrain, 1970]. As a consequence
the stressfield

whereOu/Ox is the strain field , K0 is the linear modulus, and j• and 6 are measuresof the cubic and quartic

anharmonicities[Landauand Lifshitz, 1959; Van Den
Abeeleet al., 1997].
2. The hysteresiswith discretememory, seenin quasistatic stress-strainmeasurements,is describedby hys-

tereticelasticelementsin the rock [McCall and Guyer,
1994]. The behaviorof theseelasticelementsis dependent on the elastic history of each point in the rock. In
the context of a resonant bar experiment the hysteretic
elastic elements make a contribution
form

to the stress of the

Introduction

-
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Wave propagationin rockshas often been described
by the time testedlinear theoryof elasticity [œandau
and Lifshitz, 1959]. At least three empiricalfindings whereAe is maximum strain excursion,c•is the strength
suggestthe need for a broaderstrategy in the exper- of the hysteresis,and the plus sign correspondsto the
imental and theoretical investigationof wave propaga- modulusduring increasingstrain, the minus sign to detion. (1) The cubicandquarticanharmonicities
in rocks creasingstrain [Van Den Abeeleet al., 1997].
are enormousrelative to those of materials successfully

describedby traditionaltheory [Johnsonand Rasolo- Theory
fosaon,1996]. (2) Quasi-staticstress-strain
measureConsider a resonant bar experiment in which a bar
mentson rocksdisplayhysteresis
with discretememory
[Boitnott,1993;Holcomb,1981]. (3) A slowdynamics of lengthL (a cylindricalrocksamplelongcomparedto
has been observed in the behavior of the elastic modulus
its width) is drivenat oneendwith a forceat frequency
w. The accelerationresponseat the other end of the
of Bereasandstone[TenCateandShankland,
1997].
The purpose of this letter is to introduce a phenomenology
for elasticwavepropagationin rocks.This
phenomenology
is developedin the contextof resonant
bar experiments,for theseexperimentsare characterized by a high degreeof precisionand control. This
phenomenology
respectsthe followingempiricalfacts.
1. Experiment showsthat the velocitiesof soundin
rock can vary by a factor of approximately two over

the pressurerange(0,100) MPa [Bourbieet al., 1987].
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bar, at the driving frequencyw, is detected. Usually the
driving frequencyw is sweptthrough the linear resonant
frequencyof the bar w0 = •rc/L, wherec is the velocity
of sound. Take the stress field in the bar to be to be the

sumof (1) and (2), a = aA+ a/•. Then the equationof
motion for the displacementfield u is
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wherer0 characterizes
a phenomenological
damping,
and f is the forceper unit mass. In resonance,the
dominant terms in the equationof motion are those
that feedbackinto the drivingfrequency.Thus to first
order,the termsproportional
to/3 and :kaOu/Oxare

•

negligible.

4

Usingthe Ritz averaging
methodon the resulting
lumpedelementequation [Timoshenko
et al., 1974]
leadsto an implicit equationfor the amplitudeof the
displacement
field in the bar,

A-

F

V/(Q
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Figure 1. Amplitude
scaled
by thedrivingforceA/F
whereft = w/w0, Q = r0w0,and ,X•and ,X2are coeffi- is
plottedas a functionof frequencyQ for 25 valuesof
cientsproportional
to ctand5 respectively
(A• andA2

F.

mentfieldandtheforcearedimensionless,
F- f/Lwo
•,

When the bar hasbeenin a particularelasticstate for

arepositivewhenctand 5 arenegative,asis the casefor
strainsoftening
in rocks).In thisequationthedisplace-

to r•, A is independent
of t, and
and A = a/L, wherea is the displacement
amplitude. a timelongcompared

Thus, from this point forwardall quantitiesare dimen- AK• ~ ,•A. Thus if the bar is driven at fixed F and
sionless.The terms K = I- A•A- ,•A • are referred Q for a timelongcompared
to rl andr2, A isgivenby

frequency
isswept
rapidly
to asthe normalized(nonlinear)elasticmodulusof the (4). If at fixedF thedriving

bar. This elastic modulus involves a first order contri-

comparedto both r• and r2, then the elasticmodulus

is dependent
on the average
of A overtimesof orderrl
andthe strengthof the hysteresis
a, and a secondorder and r•, as in (9).
Consider
the behaviorof A whenthe drivingtime
contribution
proportional
to A• andthestrength
of the
quarticanharmonicity
•. According
to (4), for Q >>1, is much greater than r• and r2 for each Q. Then
the maximumdisplacement
amplitudeoccurswhenthe
to (4).
In Figure1 weshowA/F from(4) as a functionof Q
resonant
frequency
shift1- Q2is givenby
for hi - 0.5,•2 - 1.0,andQ - 5. Thefigureisa series

butionproportional
to the displacement
amplitudeA

1- Q2• •lA + A2A
•.

(5) of resonance
curves
for 25 valuesof F distributed
log-

The experimental
observation
of a frequency
shiftthat
is firstorderin A demonstrates
that the hysteretic
elastic elements
in therockcontributeto theresponse
of the
rockin a resonance
experiment[Guyeret al., 1995].
Equation(4) describes
the longtime behaviorof the
amplitude, that is, the nonlinear contributionsto the

arithmically
between0.001and 0.07. As F increases,

the shift of the resonantfrequencyfrom the linearresonantfrequency,
Q0 -0.99, becomes
verypronounced.
In Figure2 theshiftof the resonant
frequency
fromQ0
is plottedas a functionof the amplitudeat resonance.
Notethat the frequency
shiftis linearin the amplitude

at lowpeakamplitudes
in accordance
with (5) in the
resonantfrequencyhave no time dependence.How- limit
of smallfrequencyshifts;i.e.,/•Q -Q0- Q << 1
ever,TencateandShankland
[1997]havedemonstrated leads to 2/•Q m •iA+A•A 2. Thus we see that the
that there are long time scalesinvolvedin the elastic
contribution
to thenonlinear
modulus
dueto hysteresis
response
of a rock. To describethe slowdynamicsof dominates
the resonantfrequency
shift at low ampliTencateandShankland
[1997]wepostulatethe coupled

system of equations

A-

F

Next we consider
the dynamicresponse
of the system. Whenthe drivingforceF in (6) is sosmallthat
,

(6)

(fl•- 1+ AK•+ AK•)• + •-•

dAKI=
A/{'I
q''•1
A,
dt
r•
r•

tude.

A•A+ A2A
• <<1,therighthandside(RHS)of(6)ises-

(7)
x3 le-01

dAK•=
AK2
+ r2 .
dt
r•

(8)

These equationsare assumedto describethe behavior

of the amplitudeon time scalelongcomparedto the

o/

$1e-02

timefor the amplitude
to equilibrate
withthe driving
forceandthe attenuation
mechanism,
i.e., Q/w. The

relaxation times r• and r2 are the times over which the
systemhas memoryof its past elasticstate. For exam-

ple, a solutionto (7) is

le-03
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Figure2. Resonant
frequency
shift5ft - Q0-Q, where
Q0- 0.99,asa functionof dimensionless
amplitude
at
resonance.The straightline hasslope1.
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sentiallyindependentof both A and time, and (7) and
(8) are unnecessary.Howeverfor F sufficientlylarge,
the nonlineartermson the RHS of (6) are important;
the amplitudes that determine AK• and AK2 are averagesof the amplitudesat earlier momentsin time. Thus
in a resonant bar experiment in which the frequency is
changed,the responseat any moment of time depends
on the rate of frequencychange. Since the largest amplitude changesoccur with changingfrequencynear the
resonance,for an experiment to be carried out slowly it
must pass the resonanceregion slowly compared to r•

(assumingr• > r2), i.e.,

[///
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Figure 4. Linear probe amplitude as a function of
frequencyfor 8 linear probesof the system as described
the text. The linear responseat t = 98 and t = 298
where(dw/dt)x is the rate at whichthe frequencyis in the
far right curve. The linear responseat t = 198
swept and Aw is the width of the resonancecurve at is
is far left curve. The four intermediate
curves are the
half power. We define the time rx to characterizean
linear responseat t = 202, 204, 206, and 210 (left to
experimental frequency protocol

right). The locationof the resonance
on eachcurveis

indicated by a filled circle. The inset is a schematic of
the driving force protocol describedin the text.

The elastic state of the rock is set by the strain field
If rx >> rl, then A is givenby (4). If rx is of order rl, then the slow dynamicsbecomesapparent. This in the rock. The result in Figure 3 is complex because
is illustrated in Figure 3 where the amplitude from so- the calculation(like experiment)involvesa frequency
lution to (6)-(8) is plotted as a functionof time step sweepat fixed force and as a consquence,varying strain
as the driving frequency Q evolves. We have chosen field. Just as specificationof the stress as a function
Q = 5, • = 0.5, • = 0, r• = 10, A(t = 0) = 0 and of time is an integral part of characterizingquasi-static
measurements
[McCall and Guyer,1994],
F = 0.050. The resonantfrequencyis Q0 • 0.87. The stress-strain
conditions
of thisnumericalexperiment(rx of orderr•) specification of F and • as a function of time is an
are the same as those for the experimental result shown integral part of characterizingdynamic measurements.
A frequencysweepat fixed drive is a good test of the
in Figure6 of TenCateand Shankland
[1997];our nu-

mericalexperimentis in agreementwith parts (b) and elasticstateof the rockprovidedthat (1) the frequency

(d). Note that whenthe slowdynamicsis operating sweep is fast enough that the elastic state of the rock
the resonanceshifts in height and width accordingto doesnot changemarkedlyduringthe sweepand (2) the
whether f• is swept up or down. Similar features are frequencysweepdoesnot itself significantlymodify the
elastic state of the rock. Thus we envision an NMRobservedin the experimentalresults.
style elastic experiment in which a rapid low amplitude
sweepthrough resonanceservesto probe the state of a
rock that has been driven at high amplitude and fixed
0.3

1.3

(or slowlyvarying)frequency.
In Figure 4 we show resultsof calculationsthat use a
linear frequencysweepas a probe. The rock is excited at
fixed frequencyQ = 0.95, and probed at low amplitude
usinga frequencysweep;the driving amplitude is varied

over time. The drivingamplitude? = 10-3 for 0 <

40.2

t < 100, F = Fm•x = 0.125 for 100 < t < 200, and

F ----10-3 for t > 200,asshownin the insetof Fig. 4.
We use A1 = 0.5, A• = 1, Q = 5, r• = 0, and rl =
0

1

0

0
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Figure 3. Amplitude as a function of time step for
fixed drive and the driving frequency protocol shown.
The amplitude is the solid and dashed line; the driving frequency Q is the dotted line. This Q protocol
is similar to that employedby TenCate and Shankland
[1997]to generatetheir Figure 6. Note, when the frequency sweep is stopped after having passedthrough
the resonance
from above(below), the amplituderesponsedecaysto a lower (higher) steadystate value.
These qualitative features are in agreementwith experimental

observations.

10. In making our choiceof r•, we are assumingthat
the artharmonicnonlinearity respondsinstantaneously

to the drivingforce.ThuswehaveK = 1- AK1 - A2A•
with A and AK1 givenby solutionof (6) and (7). This
system is probed by a linear frequencysweepat t = 98

(F low, systemstable), at t = 198 (F high, system
stable), at a sequenceof momentsin time beyondt =
200 (F recentlydecreased),
and at t = 298 (F low,
systemstable).
The sequenceof linear probesis shownin Figure 4.
The linear probe amplitude is plotted as a function of

• for sevenresonancecurves.From left to right the resonant curves were taken at t = 198, 202,204, 206,210,
and 298. The far right curveis identically the resonance
curves at't = 98 and t = 298; this curve is the linear
resonancecurve of the rock with resonancefrequency
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yond linearity there will be features of the time history
of the disturbance in the responseto the disturbance.

The enormousseparationbetweentime scales(the pe-

o

riod of the fundamental is less than 0.01 sec; the time

o

scalefor slowdynamicsis greaterthan 100sec)suggests
that many features of the slow dynamicsin the nonlinearity may be probed using NMR-style experimental
protocols. A preliminary illustration of such a protocol
yields results similar to those found in experiment.

O
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